Abstract-The thesis puts forward anti-spam model and deficiency on spam filter based on minimum risk, and of austerity algorithm and through the introduction of cognition learning. The experiment proves that the forward of the method increased the recognition percentage of the spams, especially solved the problems of the spam filter.
INTRODUCTION
In the mail filtering and classification, legitimate mails have different characteristics from spams. It will likely to bring greater loss if the legitimate mails were convicted of junk mails. In this reason, not only should we consider making the right judgment as far as possible, but also must we think over the consequence of misjudgment.
At present spam filtering technology is developing fast, mainly based on rules and based on statistical method of filtering technology. The advantage of technology based on the rules is easy to understand , easy to amend and easy to popularize. For example , we can use technology of spam list rules and Spam Assassin tools after suitable parameter adjustment to filter 90% of spams. However its defect is that the effect in the application field of the not obvious regularity is poorer. The technology based on statistical method is a popular method and has a broad prospect of application with high accuracy and filter speed， such as bayesian SVM KNN and neural networks. But they also have some shortcomings like that the early learning time is long ,the parameter selection by experience is strong and the misjudgment risk is high and so on.
The spam filter algorithm based on cognition-learning and minimum risk is the very decision rule which is put forward by considering all kinds of loss caused by different errors. The system does not have a special knowledge base itself and its learning method was too simple, so it cannot really learn new knowledge effective and the learning efficiency is low. When
II. ALGORITHM BASED
C by the system, the system only simply increase or decrease the mail vector in different categories by learning . However, it cannot guarantee
This way, the adjusted system still cannot recognize the mails which have the same characteristic with d .
The system does not consider the risk of misjudgment. It has higher risk to look upon the legitimate mails as spams than to regard the spams as legitimate mails. This will lead to a high frequency of intervene by users and decrease the practical applicability of the system [2] .
III. SPAM FILTER ALGORITHM BASED ON COGNITION-
LEARNING AND MINIMUM RISK On the basis of above analysis, we put forward a new algorithm based on cognition-learning and Minimum Risk for spam filter.
A. Definition 1:
Given Ω is a discrete sample space of mails, , , , 
,we call that S is the knowledge base of Ω.
According to the define 1, with the mail
, we make the vector space model vectoring with the following ways . Suppose the position in S of the phases , their value are 0. In order to decrease the situation that words in the text are too few to make the numerator or denominator to be 0 so that the system cannot operate well. We try to correct the conditions probability factor ) / ( k j C P ω as following :
In the equation 
is the whole categories of the mail in Ω , and Ω is a discrete mail sample space [3] .
By the equation (1) , we can get that whether the characteristic information included by all categories is complete and whether the amount of knowledge in S is sufficient have the directly impact on the correctness if we use the Bayes algorithm to filter mails. Because the amount of knowledge in S will affect the vectoring of the mail text.
And the characteristic of included by the categories will have directly influence on the result of the equation (1).
B. Definition 2 :
For mail From the Definition 2 ,we can get that vector d in the primary super high dimension vector space is turned into a vector in a low dimension space. So we can save some storage space for vectors. And it reduces the computational complexity .
C. Definition 3 :
Given the all the mails in the sample space Ω have been divided into categories 3) 
D. Definition 4 :
Given the divided categories In the definition 4 we have :
We call β α, the probability threshold . Based on the consideration of minimum risk , we have
When we judge the category of mails by the Bayes formula, for any mail d , if 
IV. CONCLUSION
In the experiment , we chose 300 of known sample mails in which spams' amount is 250 and the legitimate mails' amount is 50. Figure 1 is the comparison between the algorithm based on Minimum Risk and the algorithm based on Cognition-learning . The algorithm can adjust the categories after recognition itself by importing the cognitionlearning ability . And it can also increase the recognition speed of the system and recall ratio by decreasing the dimensionality of the vector space and adjusting the risk threshold In order to check the self-learning ability of the improved Bayes algorithm we use the mail to test directly without using the samples . For the given sample, we give the different thresholds to α 、 β to test in order to check the filter effect with different threshold. The consequence is in Figure 2 . The experimental results show that the method based on cognition-learning is a new kind of spam filter algorithm, it can simulate the learning process of human beings and it has good learning ability and results. What's more , it also has good dynamic regulation and high recall ratio and precision ratio . So it can improve the function of spam filter. Combining with more sample test in advance and the right threshold choice , the algorithm will be more outstanding.
